Haiti managed to register some political progress in 2012, including the establishment of the Superior Council of Judicial Power (SCJP) and the publication of a corrected version of the constitutional amendments. However, political infighting led to the resignation of Prime Minister Gary Conille in February and stalemates have halted much of Haiti’s forward progress. Pressure mounted on President Michel Martelly’s administration as armed groups comprised of former army officers resurfaced in the spring and unrest among the Haitian population spilled into the streets in October.

Amid these challenges, Security Council Resolution 2070 renewed the mandate of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) until October 2013, while also planning for future consolidation. It authorized a further withdrawal of personnel to 6,270 troops from a current strength of 7,340 and the reduction of police forces from 3,241 to 2,601, to be completed by June 2013. The mission also refocused its activities on strengthening governance and promoting the rule of law, after dedicating much of 2010 and 2011 to postearthquake recovery. However, the continued vulnerabilities in Haitian institutions underscore that they are not yet in a position to assume responsibility from MINUSTAH.

Background

The ouster of Jean Bertrand Aristide via military coup in 1991 began the cycles of instability that persist to this day. In 2000, Aristide returned to the presidency after a contested election, but by 2004 the discord spiraled into armed conflict, ultimately forcing Aristide to flee. When the insurgents threatened to overtake Port-au-Prince, the UN Security Council authorized the deployment of a US-led multinational interim force (MIF) to support local police, promote rule of law, and protect human rights. In June 2004, the MIF gave way to MINUSTAH, with a mandate to maintain security, support the transitional government, and assist in the reform of the police and judiciary.

MINUSTAH’s early attention focused on security and supporting the 2006 presidential election, won by René Préval, a former prime minister and Aristide ally. As gang violence worsened, MINUSTAH worked with the Haitian National Police (HNP) at Préval’s request to root out the armed groups. Through joint operations, much of the gang leadership was eliminated by 2007, and violence was substantially reduced. Because of this new stability, MINUSTAH was able to transition to focusing on assisting state authorities to build their capacity. The Security Council also began processes for MINUSTAH’s consolidation in 2008.

However, these plans were put on hold by the devastating 2010 earthquake. In the aftermath, MINUSTAH quickly adapted to provide emergency services, along with security and logistical support. The Security Council authorized an additional 2,000 military troops and 1,500 police to assist with the recovery. Later, a further 680 police joined the efforts, bringing MINUSTAH’s authorized strength to over 13,000 troops and police. The introduction and rapid spread of cholera in October 2010 dealt another blow to Haiti as it
struggled to recover. The cholera epidemic also strained the relationship between MINUSTAH and the Haitian population, as the mission was quickly identified as the likely source of the outbreak. This was in part supported by an independent panel of experts, though their report itself did not place direct blame on UN peacekeepers. By July 2012, over 500,000 people had been infected, resulting in over 7,400 deaths.

Key Developments

Political Developments

President Martelly’s first year in office involved a steep political learning curve. Conille, who accepted the position of prime minister in October 2011, resigned in February 2012, only four months into his tenure, due to a number of factors including challenging relationships with both the president and cabinet ministers. Without a prime minister, Haiti’s government stalled. In March, President Martelly nominated close ally Laurent Lamothe, and after extensive negotiations the Senate ratified the choice on 8 May. However, on 9 May, the terms of one-third of the senators expired, leaving Lamothe immediately without majority support in parliament. Controversies over allegations of corruption also negatively impacted the effectiveness of the Haitian government.

The partial legislative, municipal, and local elections that are meant to fill the missing Senate seats have yet to be scheduled. This yearlong delay is a result of controversy over the process to establish the country’s first Permanent Electoral Council, as set out in the new constitutional amendments. The council is meant to consist of nine members, with three members each nominated by the executive, the newly established Superior Council of Judicial Power, and the Senate. By 15 August the executive and the SCJP had nominated their three members each, but the Senate has yet to reach a decision on nominees. In October the SCJP added to the confusion by nominating another three candidates to replace those chosen earlier, but two former nominees refused to step down. On 24 December, Haitian leaders agreed on the formation of the Transitional College of the Permanent Electoral Council, a transitional body to manage the Permanent Electoral Council. However, it is uncertain when the Permanent Electoral Council will be fully functional.

Notwithstanding these challenges, some promising political developments occurred in 2012 with support from MINUSTAH’s good offices. Constitutional amendments, pending since June 2011, were published in June 2012. Amendments included the creation of a constitutional council and quotas for female representation in government. The SCJP was also formally established in July, a core component in ensuring judicial independence. The executive and legislative branches also overcame differences to name a new director for the HNP and pass a national budget. However, high turnover in political offices has made it difficult to develop and enact long-term plans for a stabilized Haiti.

Further highlighting the challenging political landscape, wide-scale protests took place in late September and October targeting
the government. Marching in Port-au-Prince against high-level corruption, land evictions, and the high cost of living, Haitians called for President Martelly’s resignation.

**Rule of Law and Justice**

MINUSTAH’s top priority in 2012 was strengthening governance, including the rule of law and the justice sector. However, the mission’s work to support the rule of law has been hindered by the ongoing culture of impunity among the Haitian political elite. The Haitian Supreme Court’s decision not to prosecute former dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier for crimes against humanity raised serious concerns about the administration’s commitment to fight impunity.

Nonetheless, 2012 saw the initiation of two crucial judicial reforms, including the appointment of a president for the Haitian Supreme Court, which had gone unfilled since 2004, and the establishment of the long-awaited SCJP. A working group established by the government on justice reform in January 2012 will also propose measures for reform by 2014. MINUSTAH, in partnership with the UN Development Programme (UNDP), supported the Ministry of Justice and Public Security’s development of a roadmap for rule of law reform through coordination of a June meeting on correction procedures.

The Haitian National Police continues to be one of the strongest Haitian institutions, especially in light of the smooth transition from director Mario Andresol to the newly appointed Godson Aurélus in August. While the promotion is viewed positively, there is still a risk that the HNP will become politicized through the appointment of Martelly loyalists in other senior positions. In July a government-hosted police summit endorsed the new five-year plan for the HNP, which outlines as a main objective an increase to 15,000 serving police officers by 2015. The increase requires adding cadets in each promotion cycle and reinforcing the middle- and senior-level officer ranks. MINUSTAH and the HNP also presented a one-year interim strategic plan to better link specific short-term objectives by major donors with the long-term development plan.

MINUSTAH continues to support HNP capacity development, and conducted over 4,400 joint patrols in the Port-au-Prince vicinity and an additional 15,000 in the rest of the country in 2012. Training new cadets still proves problematic, however, and training in early 2012 was delayed due to funding, as well as divergent views between the HNP, MINUSTAH, and other stakeholders over class sizes and course durations. Slow vetting processes have also contributed to delays. Although the HNP’s performance has improved, it is not yet ready to assume full responsibility for internal security. MINUSTAH estimates that the HNP, with an overall force strength of 10,000 officers, still needs to nearly double its size before it will be large enough to sufficiently maintain security throughout Haiti.

**Security**

Armed groups continue to challenge Haitian security institutions and MINUSTAH. Tensions escalated in the spring of 2012 as armed groups, consisting of 3,000 alleged former army officers, displayed weapons, set up checkpoints, and occupied state property in their demand for restoration of the Haitian Armed Forces as promised by Martelly during his presidential campaign. By the end of June, Martelly offered to compensate the former officers according to past agreements on back pay and pensions, while the HNP and MINUSTAH arrested other members. The threat dissipated, but the government lost the opportunity to disarm the former officers and many belligerents disappeared along with their weapons. Martelly has since lowered the priority of establishing a national army, and many international actors, including MINUSTAH, caution against its formation before other national priorities, including the full establishment of the HNP, are achieved.

Pervasive poverty has left few viable economic opportunities and increased the
Attractiveness of armed groups. The HNP, supported by MINUSTAH, launched Operations Meritas, Boucler Port-au-Prince I, and Boucler Port-au-Prince II, designed to disarm and destabilize gangs. After the launch of Boucler Port-au-Prince II, Haitian police observed a decline in the number of kidnappings in the area.

In addition to military responses, MINUSTAH added twenty-eight new projects in 2012 to its community-violence reduction program, aimed at former gang members, at-risk youth, and other vulnerable groups; these projects include skills training and income generation activities. Meanwhile, homicide has significantly increased since 2011, with July proving to be the most violent month since the January 2010 earthquake. Kidnapping has decreased, however, and violence remains centered around major urban areas.

The slow response to postearthquake housing has further weakened Haitian security. An estimated 230,000 individuals remained in camps for internally displaced persons (IDPs) at the end of 2012, in increasingly dire circumstances as international donor funds dried.
In 2012 the government initiated the “16/6” relocation program, which intended to close six IDP camps in sixteen neighborhoods, but has since expanded. However, nearly 70 percent of IDP camps are on private land and the government has yet to develop a durable housing solution for these camps. As a result of the slow relocation of IDPs, unannounced forced evictions by unidentified assailants or HNP officers are becoming more common, leaving many earthquake victims homeless.

The continuing cholera epidemic also remains a challenge. The Haitian government signed a multiparty agreement with the World Health Organization, the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF), and other key actors to develop a strategic plan to combat cholera over the next ten years, with a focus on short-term goals. MINUSTAH still faces public discontent over its role in introducing cholera to Haiti, putting further pressure on the mission to move toward consolidation.

**Consolidation of MINUSTAH**
After the reduction of the postearthquake MINUSTAH troop surge, focus once again returned to finding a sustainable drawdown strategy for the mission. Along with the decrease in deployed forces outlined in Resolution 2070, the Security Council also supports a refocusing on core mission activities, with continuing priority on rule of law and development of state institutions. Already, the responsibility for security has moved from the UN military to UN formed police units in four of the ten districts. By July 2013, MINUSTAH intends to concentrate its military presence into five security hubs, in Port-au-Prince, Léogâne, Gonaïves, Cap-Haïtien, and Ouanaminthe, with formed police units...
filling in the vacated areas. MINUSTAH also seeks to restructure its civilian components by concentrating support functions into four regional hubs and strengthening ties with the UN Country Team.

The government of Haiti, along with MINUSTAH, the UN Country Team, and international partners, is working on a conditions-based consolidation of MINUSTAH, while also developing a compact that will include stabilization benchmarks. The HNP’s level of operational effectiveness may constitute the main benchmark, with additional measures on Haitian institutional capacity and the organization and coordination of transparent, fair, and credible elections within the next five years.

Conclusion

Despite trouble with its public perception, MINUSTAH continued to provide important assistance to state institutions and the development of rule of law in 2012. During the past year, Haiti revealed itself to be both making strides forward and falling victim to its political vulnerabilities. Any consolidation plan will need to forge a consensus between the Haitian government, troop and financial contributors, and other international actors to ensure a successful transition. The task moving forward will be to develop a realistic plan for MINUSTAH’s drawdown that addresses Haitian concerns, but also ensures that this peacekeeping mission will be Haiti’s last.

Notes

1. At the behest of the Secretary-General, an independent panel of experts was tasked with determining the cause of the cholera outbreak. In its final report, the panel cited poor sanitation conditions at MINUSTAH camps nearby an Arbonite River tributary as a likely contributor, though it also named use of the Arbonite River for bathing, lack of immunity among the Haitian population, and inability of medical facilities to prevent the spread of the disease as other factors. It further confirmed Haitian suspicions of MINUSTAH, however, by tracing the particular cholera strain to South Asia.


3. This development plan follows an earlier five-year reform plan that increased HNP forces and established a police training school and an advanced training academy.


8. Ibid.